Characterization of human cellular immune responses to Mycobacterium tuberculosis proteins encoded by genes predicted in RD15 genomic region that is absent in Mycobacterium bovis BCG.
RD15 is a genomic region of difference (RD) present in Mycobacterium tuberculosis H37Rv but absent in all strains of Mycobacterium bovis BCG. RD15 contains genes encoding proteins of mammalian cell entry (Mce3A-F), important for the invasion and survival of M. tuberculosis in host cells. In this study, we have evaluated cellular immune responses to RD15 proteins using peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) from pulmonary tuberculosis patients and M. bovis BCG-vaccinated healthy subjects. PBMC were tested for T-helper (Th) type 1 [antigen-induced proliferation and interferon (IFN)-gamma secretion] and anti-inflammatory [interleukin (IL)-10 secretion] responses to complex mycobacterial antigens and peptides corresponding to proteins of RD1 and RD15. In Th1 assays, complex mycobacterial antigens induced strong responses in both donor groups, and RD1 induced strong responses in tuberculosis patients and moderate responses in healthy subjects, whereas RD15 induced weak responses in tuberculosis patients and strong to moderate responses in healthy subjects. IL-10 secretion in both donor groups was strong to moderate in response to complex mycobacterial antigens, but weak in response to RD1 and RD15. Analysis of IFN-gamma : IL-10 ratios showed strong Th1 biases to complex mycobacterial antigens and RD1 in both donor groups, and to RD15 and RD1504 (Mce3A) in healthy subjects only. These results suggest that RD1504 is the best Th1-stimulating antigen present in RD15, and therefore may be a potential vaccine candidate against TB.